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Slow Exploding Trees
The oak tree in our backyard is gone. It stood too close to our house and had 
no sustainable future. We asked Jos to make the oak go away. He is an 
arborist. But is it gone? No not really, after drying, we will use it for our fire 
stove and right now we use the branches for a hedgerow, as a shelter for 
wildlife. 

And the largest piece of our oak went with Jos, safely stored at his atelier. 
Our arborist doubles as a performing artist. On behalf of him and his art, we 
are now asking you to be the audience of a performance: Jos creates Slow 
Tree Explosion Performances. He considers each Slow Tree Explosion as a 
performance. Its goal is to connect people in new, non-social-media, fysical, 
wooden, non-screen, tree ways. 

To realise a Slow Explosion he needs an audience that is willing to take a 
sample or a collage of samples to their homes. In this way, the audience 
helps our oak to slowly spread from Lingedijk 17, Wadenoijen, over the world, 
and over time. You are the explosive force to carry tree samples away from its 
origin: our backyard.
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In the proces, Jos makes an online map to 
show where all pieces end up. Also, he 
chips all tree samples. In an open internet 
cloud document he publishes all the 
unique chip numbers connected to the 
tree sample in which it is implanted. In the 
chip Jos  also programmes the location of 
the tree’s origin. In this way, the 
connection between piece, tree, location 
and performance can be preserved for 
many centuries: as long as the internet 
cloud exists, and as long as the chipped 
tree sample exists. The Slow Explosion 
makes the tree spread itself over the 
world, but also extends itself into time.

Resumé
Jos - our arborist, doubling as performer - 
wants to connect people in new, natural, 
wooden ways. He does this with his 
performance: Slow Tree Explosions. And 
he needs an audience to realise this. Now 

this is clear, we can go to the how, in three steps.

1st: Entry tickets
How can you, the audience, participate? How can you ignite the slow 
explosion? How can you be the explosive force? Quite simply: you buy an 
entryticket ánd choose a perk (reward). The price of your entryticket is related 
to the nature and size of your perk. Jos has made a perk list below. On 
recieving your payment, Jos sends you your Nature Access Entry Ticket. 
Keep it as a token of connectivity, and take it with you to get access to the 
pop up expo. 
Is it a perk? Is it a reward? In a sense, yes. But Jos invites you to view it as a 
‘crowd stage property’. As you take your perk to your home, you start creating 
your own stories when people start asking questions about your unique 
object. The performance continues, and your perk becomes a prop in the 
crowd stage where it plays.
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So here is the Crowd Stage Property List (examples - not-lingedijk-17-oak):

Holder samples - signed & chipped - €20

There are fifty ‘holder samples’, size 
25 x 12,5 x 1 cm. They will have there 
own naturally dried curve, indicatively 
shown below, preventing pens to roll 
off. The carpenter’s pencil is included, 
with this perk.

The samples may also have or develop cracks in which you might slide 
postcards, or in this case, your nature access entry ticket.
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Shelve samples - oiled/sanded/signed/chipped - €30
There are twenty ‘shelve samples’, 
sanded and oiled. Length x width x 
thickness is about 35 x 25 x 2,5 
cm. They will curve in the same 
way as the holder samples. Use it 
to your advantage: food or bites 
won’t fall off. (Put some fat free 
paper between sample and food.) 

Shelve samples may also have or 
develop cracks in which you might 

slide postcards.

Landscape slices - signed/with wall mount - €15
One big piece of our oak, ca. 44 cm in diameter, Jos will slice like a fresh loaf 
of bread, but with thinner slices. There will be fifty of these very thin oval 
slices (3 mm thick). Jos will let them dry in a day or less - because they are 

so thin they do not split but 
evolve into something 
resembling a landscape with 
softly rolling hills, or 
something resembling the 
mount Fuji, including sheer 
clefts. Form changing while 
drying is mysterious and 
intimate. The slice is showing 
you its true nature.  

Your 
slice can hang on any wall as they are extremely light. 
This perk comes with a small and clever device to 
mount your slice to the wall. More pictures that give 
you an impression of slice forms? Check http://
natureaccess.nl/product/slow-exploding-remeker-
amerikaanse-eik/
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SmartWood - oiled/sanded/signed/chipped — €40
Your smartphone connects you to your friends and social media, your oak 
smartwood connects you to yourself and to nature. The chip inside makes 
your phone go silent (for phones with nfc functionality). Size: 
iPhone6SamsungS6ish. For a smartwood with the exact same dimensions of 
your phone: add €20. No text? Just tell me. Or customized text? Tell me.

Suggestions
Any questions? Any suggestions? Let me know! Wood is versatile, anything 
can happen. Any suggestion that leads to a better perk, or to the one extra 
provision that makes you want a perk, I’ll make sure it happens.
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2nd - making perks
Second, Jos will finish all perks, starting from the raw tree trunk. If you like 
this, you can even make the grand journey to Jos’s atelier, located between 
the Rijn and Waal, and see how he works on your perk. Jos will then make 
slight modifications upon your wish free of charge.

3rd - pop up expo
Third, when all perks are ready, Jos takes them to our backyard and realises 
a pop up gallery, with drinks and bites. You will need your entryticket. This 
event is the one chance to meet the rest of the audience! Make sure you are 
there, we will let you know the date way in advance. You can then pick up 
your perk. If you can’t make it, pick it up later or we’ll arrange courier 
services.

The pop up expo date is known: 27th of August, 14.00 - 16.00 hours, 
Lingedijk 17, Wadenoijen.

All clear? 
Then start ordering your entry ticket. Send your perk/wish to 
jos@natureaccess.nl. You will recieve an email with payment details. Once 
paid, you will recieve a hard copy entryticket. And then make sure you attend 
the pop up expo, meet your fellow audience and take your perk.

FAQ
How does oak wood look like? 
It looks like the disk Kim is holding.

Under a roof
Your sample thrives best under a roof, inside or out. Slow Exploding Tree 
Samples that are fresh will dry: being a witness of a crack breaking through 
truly is an intimate moment. 
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Maintenance
Please oil your sample yearly. Take linseed oil or tung oil and work according 
to instructions on the product. 

Performance
Jos’s way of approaching a tree is a performance where drying wood shows 
it’s true nature; where a tree in his second life benefits the audience in both 
straightforward and mysterious ways. It’s total concept and story realises non-
screen, wooden connections between people and trees through time and 
space. All samples together in the houses of the audience make the 
properties of the performances’ crowd stage. When someone of the audience 
decides to visit the place where the tree grew, he or she commits an act of 
nature access.
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